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As enmity and rebellion two legal titles that after the Islamic Revolution in Iran penal
code were entered to the fourth constitution. and mental and emotional for the victim
of this crime comes to times He comes a side involved in medical centers, police and
judicial; and on the other side with the perpetrators of crimes and their various file
types, including criminal, civil, administrative and other expose All this while because
of injuries occur when the victim Vardamdh, another former does not have the
material and psychological The rights of victims of crimes such as rebellion and
enmity against the security of the process of court proceedings, court and
enforcement of the requirements of a fair trial is a fundamental and undeniable In
terms of penal policy and support to the victim in dealing with crime, rebellion and
enmity can be cited to emphasize the public aspect of these crimes That obliges the
legislator court that the victim complaint without having to resort to crime
investigation and prosecution of the perpetrators of the rebellion and enmity And
also by taking heavy punishment and deterrence Trhyby the execution of these
crimes increase. The rights of the victim in the crime, rebellion and enmity against
him in the court to extradite him to the right, the right to arrest and prosecute He
noted As well as the rights of the victim in the Court for the right to request a public
hearing, the demand for material and moral damages to the victim raised.
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